This paper presents a framework for task sequencing of redundant remote laser processing equipment. The task sequencing algorithm is based on generating sets of robot configuration samples on all processing contours. The sequencing is done by using a solver for the equality constrained generalized traveling salesman problem (E-GTSP) to find the shortest path between these sets, while taking process constraints, robot redundancy and cluster connectivity into consideration. The algorithm was implemented in Matlab with interfaces to the robot simulation program V-rep and the GLKH E-GTSP solver. A test was carried out with 38 contours on a work piece with a set of angled plateaus.
Introduction and state of the art
The introduction of high quality, high power fiber guided laser sources, such as fiber lasers and disk lasers have started a development from traditional laser processing towards remote laser processing [1] . This transition is already seen in the automotive industry for remote laser welding (RLW). This is because RLW has the potential to reduce cycle times significantly [2] when compared to e.g. resistance spot welding. Mechanical systems for remote laser processing are however often complicated and are often reported to consist of a laser scanner processing head with 3 degrees of freedom (DOF) mounted on an industrial robot with 6 DOF [1, 3] . This trend towards more advanced processing machinery has ensured that the programming of such systems needs to move from on-line programming to CAD/CAM based technologies for path generation and task sequencing. Such systems have already been proven to reduce the cycle times even further for remote laser welding RLW [4] [5] [6] [7] .
In [8] an automated remote laser welding system for conventional optics is presented. By using augmentedreality to display a user interface directly on a work piece, a set of weld seams can be generated. By using a simple traveling salesman problem (TSP) solver an initial sequence is generated. This sequence is then improved by modifying the laser incident angle. The TSP solver is based on Cartesian space distance, and the modification algorithm is based on the position of the cutting head in Cartesian space. In [5, [9] [10] [11] a planning system is presented for both laser remote ablation cutting (RAC) and laser welding. The system works by identifying regions around each task that enables the cutting head to reach the cutting kerf. These are circular regions denoted scan circles. A suitable robot path is then found within these scan circles and a corresponding scanner head path is then found. The scan circles are connected by straight lines and paths are connected by using the traveling salesman algorithm. The algorithm enables the use of processes that requires multiple passes such as the RAC algorithm. By utilizing scan circles it is however limited to 2D shapes, and as paths are connected by straight lines optimality cannot be guaranteed. Also the working field of the laser is limited to a circle and the level of redundancy of the robot and scanner system is not utilized to its full extent. In [12] an approach to planning of remote laser welding tasks for an articulated robot mounted with scanner mirrors is presented. It is based on defining clusters of robot configurations that allow for welding of the seam in a task. One cluster is defined for each task and a GTSP algorithm connects these clusters by the shortest path. This algorithm utilizes the redundancy of the robot and scanner mirrors to minimize the processing time. The main drawback of the GTSP approach is however that it requires the start and end configuration of a task to be the same. An integrated approach to rough cut path planning and task sequencing for remote laser welding with scanner mirrors is presented in [7, 13, 14] . Access volumes are defined around entry and endpoints of weld seams with the shape of truncated cones. These truncated cones are defined by the allowable incident angle of the laser beam and by the allowable focus range. By using a tabu search algorithm combined with a path planning heuristic the framework computes close-to-optimal scanner path for each candidate task sequence. Redundancy is handled by fixing a joint to a "mid-range" value.
In this paper a framework for sequencing of remote laser processing tasks will be presented. The framework will find a task sequence with associated robot and scanner cutting head configurations that minimizes the cycle time of a given work piece. Unlike the current planners, the minimization strategy is developed to take the redundancy of the mechanical system, open and closed processing contours and the process constraints of the laser process itself into account. Furthermore, the cycle time is evaluated by using a heuristic for robot reconfiguration time instead of Cartesian distance.
Description of Sequencing Problem
Before the proposed algorithm is presented the following section will give a more detailed description of the sequencing problem. A laser process that needs to be conducted on a work piece will, in the following, be denoted as a task: t. The term task should be seen as a common term for welding, cutting and other continuous laser processes. If there are N tasks t1...tN the sequence of tasks S can be defined by . Where P is a vector containing a permutation of the numbers 1 to N. Then, if the processing time of a task is denoted by , then the total processing time for a given sequence P can be calculated for all tasks by: . Furthermore, if two tasks ta and tb needs to be processed in sequence, then the mechanical system needs to move the laser beam from ta to tb. If the time of such a reconfiguration is denoted then the reconfiguration time dRec(P) involved in processing all tasks in a sequence P can be calculated by: .
The total processing time for the work piece can then be calculated as:
. If a sequence yields the lowest cycle time it will in the following be denoted as the optimum sequence. can be described as the minimizing sequence .
However, as only depends on the processing speed and the length of the contours and not the task sequence the task of minimizing (P) is equivalent to minimizing This minimization depends on several factors, the geometric properties of the tasks, the limitations of the laser process itself and the mechanical positioning system. In the following these factors will be discussed.
Geometric task properties
It will in the following be assumed that all tasks have an associated contour that defines the geometric region that needs to be processed. A contour can be described by : , Where is a normalized path variable such that = 0 denotes the entry point of the contour, the point where the robot starts processing, and = 1 denotes the exit point of the contour, the point where the robot stops processing. If then the contour is categorized as being closed and if the contour is defined as being open. Fig. 1 shows two examples of this. When considering open contours, it can be seen that the process can start in point A or B and end in B or A respectively. For closed contours the entry point can be chosen freely over the entire contour. The exit point is coincident with the entry point as the robot needs finish the process in the same place where it started for a closed contour. To be able to analyses the system it is necessary to define a method for assigning frames in the cutting kerf. This is done as seen on Fig. 2 . From this figure it is seen that the z axis is defined along the normal vector of the work piece, the x axis points in the cutting direction. Finally, the y axis is assigned to yield a right hand coordinate system. Three angles are defined: A work angle , a travel angle and a rotation around the z axis, ZR.
Process limitations
The quality and stability of the conducted process depends on many parameters such as velocity, laser power and beam diameter. However, when considering scheduling, the allowable incident angle of the laser beam is of very high importance as it directly determines to what extent the beam can be moved by angling the laser cutting head or to what extent a laser scanner head can deflect the beam. As the deflecting mirrors on scanning cutting heads are extremely fast when compared to conventional axes, large allowable incident angles will therefore entail fast repositioning times. The maximum deviation for these angles depend on the process, for RFC it is in [15] found to be ±6
• when considering α and β. For remote laser welding it has been reported that inclination angles between 0• and 20 • has no significant impact on the weld quality [16] . There is no limit if it is assumed that a round beam is used. This means that all points on the contour C can be described by a location given in x, y, z coordinates, and an angle interval , , within which high quality processing can be conducted. If the dimensionality of point on a contour is denoted , , then is 3.
Mechanical process equipment and robot redundancy
If the laser processing machinery is considered a fixed base manipulator with joints that needs to traverse the contours a joint space trajectory can be defined for each .
Where is the forward kinematic equations of the manipulator. is the joint space trajectory of the manipulator. If the joint variables associated with the industrial robot are labelled then the robot joint vector can be defined as:
. Furthermore if a 3 DOF cutting head is assumed and the joint variables associated with it are denoted (Scanner mirror 1), (Scanner mirror 2) and (Focus offset) then the cutting head joint vector is defined to be: . By combining these vectors a complete joint vector is obtained:
. If the dimensionality of the joint vector q is denoted , . From this it is seen that the dimensionality With a joint vector containing 9 joint variables and a task space defined by only three variables, it is seen that the system possesses 6 degrees of redundancy. This redundancy means that all positions (x, y, z) on a contour C can be realized by an infinity of robot configurations.
Path sampling
An approach to sampling robot configurations that will make the laser beam touch the processing contour is presented in [17, 18] . Here it is proposed that the joint vector is decomposed into a base vector and a redundancy vector . By specifying values for the redundancy vector and using the inverse kinematics of the robot to calculate the values of , a joint vector sample can be generated for a given point on the end effector path. This division will however not ensure process stability as the incident angle requirement is not taken into account. To generate compliant samples directly it has been chosen to define a homogeneous transformation matrix T that can be used to change the orientation of the kerf transformation. The transformation will rotate the frame coordinate system by a random quantity to generate , and angles as seen in Fig. 2 . By sampling , and within the limits of a given laser process all samples can be generated in compliance with the maximum angle deviation of the process. By combining this with the cutting head joint vector a sampling vector encompassing all 6 degrees of redundancy is defined:
. With this sampling strategy a robot configuration can be generated by sampling values for for a given frame. This can then be modified to yield a sample on the entire contour by appending the path variable . By applying this sampling strategy repeatedly to e.g. point A and B in Fig. 1 two point clouds of possible robot configurations can be generated. All configurations will direct the laser beam to the corresponding point and be in compliance with the constraints on incident angle. In the same way, all possible points along a closed contour could be sampled to yield a large cluster. This is depicted in Fig. 3 .
This point cloud representation does however implicitly indicate that solutions to the reconfiguration time between two tasks is also no longer unique if the reconfiguration time between two tasks depend on the configuration of the robot. Essentially, if the robot is redundant in terms of the task, the infinity of configurations directly translates to an infinity of reconfiguration times. By assuming that the robot conducts joint moves and that the joints operate with their maximum velocity over the entire movement the reconfiguration time can be evaluated as the maximum joint angle divided by the maximum joint speed. This opens up for the possibility sequencing based on finding minimum repositioning times from robot configurations. This means that to minimize equation 1 it is necessary to take the redundancy of the robotic repositioning system into account. This can, with some modifications be done by formulating the minimization problem as an equality constrained traveling salesman problem (E-GTSP). The Generalized traveling salesman (GTSP) can be considered an extension of the traveling salesman problem (TSP) where the set of vertices is partitioned into sets or clusters. The salesman then needs to visit, not every vertex, but every cluster of vertices at least once. The equality constrained generalized traveling salesman problem (E-GTSP) further specifies that each cluster should be visited exactly once. Such a problem can be seen from Fig. 4 where five clusters should be visited. Currently, one of the most powerful solvers for the E-GTSP problem / ATSP problem is the GLKH solver presented in [19] . This solver has been used to find high quality solutions to instances with as much as 17,180 clusters and 85,900 vertices. When considering the case of remote laser processing the set of possible entry and endpoint configurations of a contour can be seen as a point cloud in redundancy space. Each of these point clouds can then be seen as GTSP cluster and each configuration in one of these sets can be seen as a vertex. This entails that for each contour two clusters are formed, one representing the possible set of endpoint configurations and one representing the possible set of entry point configurations. This can be seen from Fig. 5 . By using this representation, it is clear that by using a GTSP formulation an approximation to the shortest path between the allowable robot configurations can be obtained. However, algorithms capable of solving large E-GTSP problems generally works by iterative sequence improvements that does not guarantee the optimality of the found solution. Furthermore, as the robot configurations in the clusters are generated by a sample based approach it cannot be guaranteed that the clusters contain optimal robot configuration. This again means that a sample based approach cannot guarantee optimality and the solution will thus only be an approximation of .
Proposed sequencing algorithm
To be able to solve the minimization problem described by equation 1 as an E-GTSP the problem is necessary to break it up into several steps. These steps are depicted on Fig. 6 . From this figure it is seen that the algorithm is composed of 2 pre-processing steps and 3 algorithm steps. The 2 pre-processing steps will be described briefly in section 3.4. The three algorithm steps will be described below. 4 . An E-GTSP problem instance and an example of a solution that ensures that finds the shortest path between the clusters in such a way that each cluster is visited exactly once.
Step 1: Finding optimal entry points
In the first step of the algorithm the entry/exit points on the closed contours are found. When considering traditional laser cutting this is often done by considering the problem as a GTSP problem where a set of evenly spaced points along the contour are treated as nodes in a GTSP cluster [20] . By generating such clusters for all contours, and by using the Cartesian distance as a cost function an E-GTSP solver can be used to find a set of optimal start points. However, when considering the case of remote laser processing the head of the laser processing system is positioned up to 1 meter above the work piece. If the range of allowable incident angles are disregarded, the path that the robot needs to take should be seen as a projection of the curve in the direction of the plane normal. This entails that it has been chosen to use the same method as for traditional laser processing, however with the modification that the entry point sequencing will be based on the Cartesian distance of the projected contours. When completed this step yields a set of entry points on the contour given in the form of an offset to the path variable .
Step 2: Sampling and solving the MPEP problem
Now that a set of entry points have been found for each contour the task of determine robot configurations will be considered. This step concerns the task of sampling a set of poses that can be used as entry / exit point candidate configurations. By applying the sampling strategy described in section 2.4, a several configurations are generated for each start and endpoint. However, it is not necessarily possible to reconfigure the robot from a given entry configuration sample to a given exit configuration sample while processing the contour. To identify which exit configurations can be reached from a given entry configuration a connectivity matrix is created as described in [21] . A connectivity matrix R can be seen below. e.g. velocity constraints or collisions. When completed this step yields a connectivity matrix for each of the processing contours along with a set associated of entry/exit point configurations.
Step 3: Configuration space sequencing
Now that a set of entry/exit point configurations for each contour have been found along with their connectivity matrix it is possible to determine the sequence of configurations can minimize equation 1. In section 2.4 it was discussed that a set of entry and exit configurations for a contour could be considered as two clusters, an entry cluster and an exit cluster. To ensure that the E-GTSP solver only finds solutions where a contours exit cluster is visited after its entry cluster a modification to the generated E-GTSP graph is necessary. This is done somewhat differently for closed and open contours. For closed contours the entry and exit points is coincident from a Cartesian point of view. In joint space, they are however different. If the cluster containing the entry point configurations is labelled and the cluster containing the exit configurations is labelled then it is clear that the only valid sequence is . If the set of all clusters on the work piece except and is labelled " -" then by modifying the weights of the graph it is possible to penalize any solution where is not processed right after .
(4)
Where ∼ denotes that the cost of the reconfiguration remains unchanged. R denotes the connectivity matrix, but with the addition that all non-infinite entries are truncated to 0. This is done as these robot reconfigurations while conducting laser processing is considered "free" when minimizing equation 1. The entries reading ∞ are used to suppress movements violating the start/endpoint constraint. A cluster in would see an infinite cost to as it is an exit cluster. Furthermore, a cluster in sees a reconfiguration cost to as it is a start cluster. sees an infinite cost of going to a cluster in as it needs to go to its exit cluster first. In practice entries containing are replaced by a large integer (999999) .
For open contours the entry and exit points can no longer be assumed to be coincident neither in Cartesian space nor in joint space. Furthermore, to ensure that processing can be conducted in either direction a more complicated cluster structure needs to be formed. Two sub clusters A and B are defined containing joint samples from the two ends of the open contour (see Fig. 2.4 ). However, they cannot be labelled as entry or exit clusters as processing can begin in either one. To accommodate this an entry and exit cluster is defined both containing all configurations associated with point A and B. If the entry cluster is labelled and the exit cluster is labelled . Then the sub clusters containing the samples associated with point A can be labelled and and the sub cluster containing the samples associated with point B and . By applying similar suppression rules as described in the previous section the following matrix is obtained.
This does however entail that the set of configurations doubles for open contours. As cutting mainly involves closed contours this is mainly a drawback when considering e.g. laser welding.
Implementation
The implementation of the presented algorithm has primarily been conducted in MATLAB and C#. Fig. 7 shows an overview of the implementation. From this figure it is seen that it follows the 5 step procedure described in Fig. 6 . When regarding pre-processing step 1, it generally concerns the task of generating a set of processing contours on a work piece. To generate these contours a plug-in has been made for solidworks that can convert solidworks sketches into contours as defined in section 2. In pre-processing step 2 a contour file parser has been implemented in Matlab. The contour files can then be read and processing data, e.g. velocities and maximum allowable angle of incidence can be appended to the contours. In algorithm step 1 and 3 the main task is the task of minimizing an E-GTSP problem. As the task of implementing an efficient E-GTSP is very time consuming it has been chosen to base the implementation on existing solvers. It has been chosen to use the open source GLKH developed by Keld Helsgaun [19] as it is currently one of the most effective solvers available. Furthermore, it supports files defined by the TSPLIB file format, which entails that the GLKH solver can be replaced by other methods supporting this file format. In algorithm step 2 a Matlab script samples a set of entry and exit point poses which is then fed to the algorithm described in section 3.2. The implementation of this algorithm is also based on Matlab with an interface to the robot simulation tool V-rep [22] and the Robotics toolbox from Peter Corke [23] .
Results
In the following section the results obtained by using the proposed algorithm will be presented. The results will be based on the test case seen on Fig. 8 . This figure shows 38 contours, samples with a spacing of 1mm, that needs to be sequenced. It has been chosen to process all contours by remote fusion cutting (RFC) with a speed of 0.1 m/s. which is an appropriate processing speed for RFC cutting 0.5mm stainless steel [15] . The total footprint of the work piece is 1400 mm X 800 mm. For this sequence it has been chosen to use the maximum incident angle limits of 6 degrees found in [15] . For the start point sequencing 100 points have been sampled around the edge of the contour in a distance of 500 mm in the direction of the plane normal, as described in section 3.1. Furthermore, 100 points per entry/ exit point has been chosen for the joint space sequencing. The GLKH solver was run for 3000 iterations both for entry point sequencing and configuration sequencing. An optimized sequence was found by following the three steps described in section 3.
In the first step the entry point of each contour is found. The obtained cost function of the GTSP for Cartesian sampling can be seen from Fig. 9 . From this it is seen that the distance decreases as a function of the performed iterations. It has been chosen to stop the sequencing algorithm after 3000 iterations to obtain a good route in a reasonable time. From the shape of the plot the optimization algorithm also seems to have reached a position with slow improvements. The results from the two iterations can be seen from figure 10 where the green line indicates the Fig. 7 . The structure of the implemented framework.
pre-processing steps. White: Scheduling steps. Green: toolboxes and libraries. obtained path from the entry point sampling strategy. The red contours are the original contours on the surface of the contour. Blue indicates contours projected 500 mm above the surface of the work piece.
In the second step a connectivity map was created for each contour based on the algorithm described in [21] . It has been chosen to run 2000 iterations of the path planning algorithm per contour. The maximum connections per node has been set to 12. Table 1 lists the number of generated paths per node from the 2000 iterations. It is seen that the number of paths range from 86 to 9771 found paths. By creating a combined matrix composed of all the above connections with the modifications described in section 3.3 a TSPLIB file can be created as described in 3. . This entails that the number of nodes is still well below the limit of the GTSP instances that are being treated by the scientific community [19] .
In the third step the TSPLIB file is then processed by the GLKH solver and a sequence with associated configurations is found. When this is done the paths seen in Fig. 11 is obtained. This figure shows the resulting cutting sequence. The magenta lines indicate a robot intertask reposition and a black line entails a repositioning that is conducted while traversing the contour. This entails that all black lines can be seen as free moves as they are conducted while processing the contours. The ratio between the black and magenta lines can be used to describe how much movement can be conducted on while processing. This ratio can be seen from table 2. From this table it is seen that when considering the Cartesian distance, the scheduling task is capable of conducting approximately 55% of the total movement while processing the laser processing the contour. It is however also seen that when the metric is changed to reconfiguration time this changes to approximately 90 %. As the optimization has been conducted on the reconfiguration time this is not surprising. The discrepancy between the two metrics generally originates from the scanner head of the robot system. When reconfiguration is conducted by the scanner head and not the robot the reconfiguration time can almost be truncated to 0 for small distances. Fig. 9 . The tour cost as a function of the iterations when running the generalized traveling salesman solver. Fig. 10 . The obtained results after 3000 iterations. It is seen that a reasonable path is found. It is however difficult to evaluate the optimality of the path due to the magnitude of the solution space
Conclusion and discussion
A framework for task sequencing has been presented in this paper. The sequencing algorithm worked by minimizing the reconfiguration time between tasks to reduce the processing time of work pieces. By utilizing redundancy, the sequencing algorithm allowed the mechanical system, to reconfigure itself while processing a given task. This reconfiguration ensures that movements between tasks can be minimized. The framework was divided into 5 steps out of which the first two are pre-processing steps which generated the contours for processing. In the third step a state of the art E-GTSP solver is used to find approximations to optimal start points. Then, in step four a motion planning algorithm determines the connectivity of entry / exit point configuration candidates. Finally, in step five the same E-GTSP solver is used for sequencing these entry point candidates. The implemented Matlab algorithm can generate an optimized path for 38 contours in approximately 15 hours. This path uses approximately 45 % of the movement in inter task movements. However, from a reconfiguration time perspective quantity only 9.8 % as the fast scanner mirrors of the remote cutting system are used for a majority of the intertask moves. 
